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QUESTION 1

A user makes the following request:"I need to see the number of flights throughout the year thatarrived or departed
more than 15 minutes early or late by origin and destination airport, by carrier,and by time of day. I want to see if the
number of flights delayed is greater for large carriers orsmall carriers."This request requires clarification to make the
user\\'s intention clear. 

Which of thefollowing will NOT further clarify the user\\'s request? 

A. Determine if origin and destination airports should be considered joined pairs (for example,from DFW to ORD) or as
separate dimensions. 

B. Determine if 15 minutes is the only significant grouping of late or early departures or arrivals. 

C. Determine the definition of a large and small carrier. 

D. Determine if Date and Time of Day should be split into separate dimensions. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A multi-server installation ofCognos BImust be performed. 

Which of the following is a validstrategy for installing across multiple servers? 

A. Separate the gateway component from other server components to restrict report requestprocessing to the Web
server tier. 

B. Enable dedicated request processing, by installing a dispatcher in the Web server tier to act asa primary dispatcher
for routing requests to other dispatchers. 

C. Scale the system vertically by installing one instance of all Cognos 8 services on a largercomputer capable of
managing more concurrent request threads. 

D. Enable load balancing of requests for content management services by installing multipleinstances of Content
Manager. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following BEST describes the group of users who would typically use these Cognos8 components: Metric
Studio, Analysis Studio, and Query Studio? 

A. Executives 
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B. Analysts and Authors 

C. Knowledge workers and decision makers 

D. Information Consumers 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

All of the following describe design intent of an operational database EXCEPT: 

A. record the day to day operations of the company 

B. maximize the speed of inserts and updates to the database 

C. enhance reporting through foreign keys and indexes 

D. facilitate performing specific functional tasks 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is the recommended method of implementing a regular backup plan for aBI Application? 

A. Implement a BI application backup plan separate from other production applications. 

B. Back up the production application into the test environment. 

C. Copy the BI application to a duplicate environment. 

D. Integrate the BI application into existing production backup plans. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Why should an application\\'s performance be monitored on an ongoing basis after it goes intoproduction? 

A. Initial performance tests are usually too optimistic. 

B. There is little value in performance tests before a system goes into production. 

C. Usage patterns on applications tend to change over time. 

D. New releases of system and application software usually degrade performance. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

Which of the following BEST describes the relationship or differences between Iterative Approachand Cognos SIM? 

A. The Iterative Approach is a specific technique used to iterate through the Design phase. 

B. The Iterative Approach is a series of steps defined in the Analysis and Development phases ofCognos SIM. 

C. The Iterative Approach is a philosophy of development while Cognos SIM is a collection oftasks, documents, and
techniques to guide development. 

D. Cognos SIM is the current Cognos development standard and is intended to replace theIterative Approach for
development of BI applications. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

When comparing two differently grained facts directly against one another, the developer must: 

A. either write a union query or two reports that roll both facts up to a common level 

B. either roll up the lower grained fact to the higher level or allocate the higher grained fact to thelower level 

C. declare determinants at multiple levels in the dimensions of a DMR Framework Managermodel 

D. ensure that all conformed dimensions shared by the facts have the same number of levels 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following requires additional configuration for installingCognos BIin adevelopment and production
environment? 

A. The application in the development environment and in the production environment will use the Tomcat servlet
container as the application server. 

B. The development environment will include workstations hosting Framework Manager andCognos 8 OLAP Modeling,
while the production environment will not. 

C. The environment contains customized port and firewall settings for the default http andapplication server port. 

D. The development and production environment will use data sources that are in Unicode. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10
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Which of the following is NOT a critical feature or function of a scorecard? 

A. Targets 

B. Projections 

C. Tolerances 

D. Histories 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

When a user requests a certain piece of information, the interviewer may ask what the user woulddo with that
information. From the techniques described in the BI Professional Workshop, why isthe interviewer asking this particular
question? 

A. To determine if the user is allowed access to that particular information and therefore shouldnot be included in his
subject area. 

B. To determine if the user understands how the information is functionally used within theorganization. 

C. To determine if the information is a security concern and should therefore be made unavailableto other users. 

D. To determine if the information is an actionable item for the user and therefore part of abusiness requirement. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following MOST clearly states the value of using a methodology? 

A. It provides a philosophy of development that maximizes return on investment. 

B. It helps consultants progress in a systematic way to insure all critical steps are addressed. 

C. It helps project managers estimate the cost and effort in developing a solution. 

D. It ensures that early mistakes are avoided in developing a solution. 

Correct Answer: B 
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